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High-quality books for children aged 0-5 from an exciting young
international publisher that combines Chinese content with a Western
soul... Opening doors and connecting young readers to the world!
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Illustrations: Raffaella Castagna (Italy)
Format: 15 x 15 cm

Binding: Folded Cloth
Printing: 4/4 colour
Pages: 6

Concept: Cecilia Fabbri (Italy)
Target Age: 0-3

Two titles available

· My Caterpillar
· My Home

As a child, Raffaella Castagna loved reading, drawing and playing. She graduated
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Brera in Milan, and her creative drawings, games
and ideas on how to make objects with low-quality or seemingly useless materials
have appeared in numerous books and magazines. Castagna holds reading
workshops on transforming words and colours into games with and for children.
She is the author of over 20 titles with major Italian publishers.

DIE-CUT
B&W VISUAL
BOARD
BOOKS
BOOKS

Ever y child experiences separation anxiety differently,
which is why it is so important to handle leaving-taking for
babies and toddlers who attend preschool or kindergarten
with great care. This wonderful new series offers original,
appealing transitional objects that can play a crucial role in
young children's healthy emotional development.
Each cloth book folds out into six pages laid out either
horizontally or vertically, and closes with a snap fastener,
which once open, can be hung in the child's room.
Closed, it's soft and light, easily fitting into a toddler's
backpack or away bag for the hours spent far from Mum,
Dad, loved ones, or even family pets.
Each page (15x15 cm) has a pocket for a picture or
drawing of a person or pet, or for storing a special object
that is meaningful for the the child, so that she can keep it
close by all day or night long.

66

VISUAL BLACK & WHITE SLIDING BOOKS

7

Concept: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Raffaella Castagna (Italy)
Format: 15 x 15 cm
Pages: 8

Binding: Board books with 4 spreads and 8 sliders
Printing: 1/1 colour + 2/2 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Sold: China Mainland, Estonia, France, Italy, UK-

USA-EN, United Arab Emirates

Six titles available

· Nature
· Baby’s World
· Shapes
· A Baby’s Day
· Growing Up
· Home

This black-and-white book series has been specially
designed for toddlers. According to Maria Montessori’s
theory – the world-famous Italian pedagogist – before
infants are able to clearly see colours, they respond to
the strong contrast between black and white, which
makes this the perfect first book series for brain and
vision development. This series would provide over 64
exercises for babies during their visual sensitive period.
Slide-and-pull tabs make these books even more joyful,
attractive and unique on the market!

B&W VISUAL BOOKS

As a child, Raffaella Castagna loved reading, drawing and playing. She graduated
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Brera in Milan, and her creative drawings, games
and ideas on how to make objects with low-quality or seemingly useless materials
have appeared in numerous books and magazines. Castagna holds reading
workshops on transforming words and colours into games with and for children.
She is the author of over 20 titles with major Italian publishers.

8

BABY VISUAL CARDS

9

Concepts & Illustrator: S&S Alliance
Format: 17.5 x 15.5 cm
Pages: 12
Printing: 4/4 colour

Binding: Concertina books
Target Age: 0-3
Sold: Estonia, UK-USA-EN

Two titles available

· Black & White
· First Colours

Special series for newborns. By 3-4 months, babies
respond to both black and white and also colour. Showing
them vivid, high-contrast images provides excellent visual
stimulation, helps in brain development, and intrigues them
to explore the world around them.

· Folding format makes books easy to store.
· Books can be used as mobiles over the crib for baby to look at before nap time.
· High-contrast black & white and colour images stimulate young babies’ sight.
· Fun nursery rhymes for additional parent-baby interaction

B&W VISUAL BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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Texts: Cristina Marsi (Italy)

Illustrations: Dunja Jogan (Slovenia)
Format: 20 x 20 cm

Binding: Board books with a lot of funny flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour
Pages: 10 + cover
Target Age: 0-3

Sold: UK-USA-EN

Three titles available

· Square
· Circle
· Triangle

An appealing new lift-the-flap series about shapes, filled
with modern, clear, striking images.
In the fir st three books, lively adventurous guides
encounter triangles, squares or circles. Engaging illustrations
of animals, perforated shapes, and hidden objects serve to
invite little ones to discover shapes and find elements: lots
of learning and lots of fun!
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Graphic designer and illustrator Dunja studied at the ISIA in Urbino, Italy. She
has lived in Rome for eight years, where she worked for major national and
international advertising agencies. Her illustrations have been published in books
and magazines in Italy and abroad.

DIE-CUT BOARD BOOKS
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UP & INTO

13

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Qingfeng Xu (China)
Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 18

badger

DuoDuo continues to dig, he
has now reached the fifth layer - where
badgers and foxes live!
Mother Badger is really expert in
holes making: the holes she digs
are spacious and comfortable.

Binding: Board books with 9 die-cut pages
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Sold: UK-USA-EN

Two titles available

· Deep Into the Earth
· Up Into Space

Look,
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fox

洞洞书 内文.indd 10-11

Qingfeng Xu graduated from the Nanjing Art College. Currently a freelance artist and
picture book illustrator, he has worked as a graphic designer, original game creator, and
editor. He received the Golden Windmill International Young Illustrator Competition
Excellence Award from the Shanghai China Children’s Book Fair and his hobbies include wood carving and leather art.

2021/7/28 上午10:55

DIE-CUT BOARD BOOKS
BEDTIME

The die-cut holes in this series are cleverly positioned in
the scenes to entice young readers to explore deep into
the earth and up into space!
Deep into the Earth : Our little hero Alex is playing in the
garden with his adorable puppy and his magic spade. They
find a hole and Alex can't resist digging down a bit deeper
to see what he can find. He uncovers an ear thworm
burrow, an ant hole, a rabbit hole, underground castles
and even dinosaur fossils.
Up into the Space : Alex is curious about the sky as well.
One night, he dreams a bean seed sprouts in the garden
and that it grows taller and taller. Curiously, he climbs
higher and higher and on the way up, meets sparrows,
swallows, eagles and vultures, then through the clouds to
the moon, the Milky Way and even encounters with aliens!
What an adventure!

B u t c u n n i n g f oxe s
invade badgers' dens
and do nothing but
wallow and poop. No
wonder they like living
with badgers.

The young
badgers are also
very diligent, busy
in cleaning the cave.
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GETTING READY FOR KINDERGARTEN

15

Texts & Illustrations: Pipi Children's Books (China)
Format: 25 x 24.7 cm
Pages: 24

Binding: Board Books
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

F e e l i n g an x i o u s abo u t yo u r l i ttl e o n e go in g to
preschool? Not to worry - this is the series for you (and
them!) With so much going on - sliders to push and
pull, flaps, pop-up images and an array of bright colours
- young readers will have a ball, flexing their fingers and
exercising their imaginations to be preschool-ready.
The beautifully illustrated, eye-catching scenes are the
perfect preparation for their growing exploration of the
world.

· Soothe any nerves or stress by introducing children gently to scenes from preschool life.
· Lots of three-dimensional activities to develop the dexterity needed at preschool.
· An opportunity to practice the social skills they'll use at school.
· Introduces young children to teeth-brushing, getting dressed and washing their hands by themselves.
· Builds vocabulary to become confident communicators with friends and teachers.

DIE-CUT BOARD BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS

16

INTERACTIVE MATH ACTIVITY BOOKS

17

Texts & Illustrations: Pipi Children's Books (China)
Format: 21 x 21 cm
Pages: 18

Binding: Board books
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Three titles available

· Shapes
· Numbers
· Colours

Packed full of original number games and activities,
this series gives children early notions of mathematical
concepts. By making it fun, children will be much more
likely to embrace maths and science with a smile!

· Clever book engineering bringing sliders, stickers, flaps, die-cuts and round cards makes reading exciting and fun.
· Activities of different levels of difficulty helps readers to hone their ability to compare colours, sort shapes and
sequence numbers.

· 12 interesting videos to hear the words in English.

DIE-CUT BOARD BOOKS
BEDTIME

KEY SELLING POINTS

18

READ ME A GOODNIGHT STORY

19

Texts & Illustrations: Pipi Children's Books (China)
Format: 17.4 x 17.4 cm
Pages: 20

Binding: Board books
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3
Sold: France

Six titles available

· Don't Be Scared, Baby Bunny
· So Sleepy!
· Who's Snoring
· Bed Time
· No Sleep Bus
· Good Night

Eye-catching board books for the most difficult time
of day for adults and children alike: bedtime!
Read about how Little Bunny, Baby Dinosaur and
Croc fall asleep on their own for the fir st time ,
and how they manage to do it without mum and
dad nearby. Or how the little passenger s on the
Wide-Awake Bus scream and cr y but manage to
calm down to turn it into the Fast-Asleep Bus. Or
what about the little mouse who can't get to sleep
because someone is snoring far too loudly?
So many sweet stor ies to choose from to help
children prepare to sleep on their own, soothe
their fears about the dark and turn bedtime into a
relaxing, peaceful affair!

· Selection of calming bedtime stories to make little ones feel safe, protected and at ease.
· Helps soothe their fears and develop good bedtime habits to fall asleep more easily.
· Important aid for parents moving from co-sleeping to children sleeping alone in a cot.
· Soothing bedtime music like White Noise for Babies & Sound of Waves available.

DIE-CUT BOARD BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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WHO LIVES IN THE…

21

Texts & Illustrations: Canizales (Colombia)
Format: 15 x 15 cm
Pages: 22
Binding: Board books with die-cut pages
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3
Sold: UK-USA-EN

Five titles available

· Sea
· Poles
· Farm
· Jungle
· Park

It's time to stop littering out planet! This gentle series
introduces young readers to the natural habitats of
animals which are being invaded by waste. There's a fun
surprise on every page when, as if by magic, a plastic
bottle or a takeaway cup turns into cute little squirrel or
a polar bear!
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Photo by © Catalina Reyes

Canizales is an author and illustrator specializing in children’s books. He is
published in Spanish, English, Italian, French, Polish, Chinese, Portuguese, Greek,
Euskera and Korean and has won several international awards: Shortlisted in the
2019 Cuatrogatos prize, Honorary Mention in 2018 in the Ciudad de Palma
Comic Awards, 2018 Cuatrogatos prize, 2017 V Social Graphic Novel Divina
Pastora Award, 2016 Apila Primera Impresion Award 2016 Boolino Award.
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SOMETIMES I FEEL…

23

Texts & Illustrations: Canizales (Colombia)
Format: 15 x 15 cm
Pages: 22
Binding: Board books with die-cut pages
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3
Sold: Spain, UK-USA-EN

Five titles available

· Yellow
· Red
· Grey
· Green
· Orange

A gentle way to think about feelings as colours and to develop emotional understanding from a young age.
For each colour, children encounter a different feeling.
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DIE-CUT BOARD BOOKS

Photo by © Catalina Reyes

Canizales is an author and illustrator specializing in children’s books. He is
published in Spanish, English, Italian, French, Polish, Chinese, Portuguese, Greek,
Euskera and Korean and has won several international awards: Shortlisted in the
2019 Cuatrogatos prize, Honorary Mention in 2018 in the Ciudad de Palma
Comic Awards, 2018 Cuatrogatos prize, 2017 V Social Graphic Novel Divina
Pastora Award, 2016 Apila Primera Impresion Award 2016 Boolino Award.
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WATER MAGIC CARDS

25

Texts & Illustrations: S&S Alliance
Format: 15.5 x 15.5 cm
Pages: 25 cards per box
Binding: Board cards
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Two titles available

· Colour my Life
· Cute Animals

Guess what happens if you add water to colour? It
changes!! Each of these cards has an appealing picture
of an adorable animal or object from a child's everyday
world which changes colour when they splash water on
it. This makes the learning experience even more fun, as
they learn the words (also available in English on request)
and get to perform some water magic at the same time!
The rounded corners of the cards make them long-lasting
and safe for little hands. They have to be: because when
the colours fade they'll be excited to start all over again!

· It can change color when add to water, it will be restored when the water dries, and it can be applied repeatedly
· A special printing process serves unique content, using the characteristics of water-based screen printing ink to
change color when exposed to water to achieve cognitive functions

· The style is cute , and the lines are simple and clear

PLAYING WITH WATER

KEY SELLING POINTS
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ANIMAL SHAPE BATH BOOKS WITH SPONGE

27

Texts & Illustrations: Chiara Balzarotti (Italy)
Format: 15 x 15 cm
Pages: 8
Binding: Flexible cover
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Four titles available

· Suzy the SuperStar
· Clive the Karateka Crab
· Baby Ballerina Whale
· Octo the Master Chef

These cute, character-shaped books make great bath
buddies to help little ones get over their fears about
getting into the tub! They will relate to the characters in
the stories and see how much they enjoy their splishsplosh time. The books can be easily read aloud and
the sponge used to wash baby!

PLAYING WITH WATER

Chiara Balzarotti, 51, lives in Biella, Italy. She loves illustrating children’s books, but
even more than that, she loves creating things that come to life, like pop-ups,
games and activity books. She runs courses for teachers and holds hands-on, practical workshops in primary schools to help children hone their manual skills. She
has been widely published in Italy and around the world.
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Magnet Pieces

Texts & Illustrations: NICOMAMA Group
Format: 17.5 x 17.5 cm
Pages: 16
Binding: Board books with shaped magnets
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Three titles available

· I Want to Be a Little Engineer
· It’s Dark But Shiny
· Let's Brush Our Teeth!

This is a brand new series designed for young children
to develop four aspects of the cognitive experience:
knowledge, language, emotions and living habits.
Each book, each one with a different attractive and fun
theme for the child in the age of cognitive development,
will be equipped with special magnets of the most varied
shapes that will allow children to interact with the text
and images, creating a fun learning and entertainment
path. Moving and repositioning the magnets according to
their different shapes, will enhance the interaction while
reading, and exercise the hands-on ability so important for
little children of this age group and at the same time let
them see and know the world around them.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

This series is created by the teaching and research team NICOMAMA, which is a
well-known company in China specialized in parenting, teaching aid and children
books. The team is formed by professional editors, designers, illustrators, scientific
experts and has great influence in the field of maternal and child care in China.
NICOMAMA can boast over 35 million followers on the social media platforms in
China

30

SLIDE & SEE BOOKS

31

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Agnese Baruzzi (Italy)
Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 10

Binding: Board books with sliders
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Sold: Spain, Taiwan, Turkey, Italy, UK-USA-EN

Four titles available

· Outer space
· Sea creatures
· In the Garden
· Vehicles

Age 0-3 is the key time for the correct development of
baby fingers and hands. So this special series of books
with its easy-to-move sliders can make small hands
exercise and move fully and small fingers can push, pull
and slide having a lot of fun seeing the images change and
finding the appropriate position for all the sliding pieces.
The design of the sliders adds “motion” to the static book
and the picture moves to make reading a pure funny and
surprising experience. Nice, modern illustration style and
funny and useful bilingual rhyming texts are for play and learn.

ACTIVITY
BEDTIME BOOKS

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design at ISIA in
Urbino. She has worked as an illustrator and author since 2001, writing more
than 40 children's books that have been published in Italy, United Kingdom, Japan,
United States, France, and China. She holds workshops for children and adults in
schools and libraries and provides illustrations for agencies, graphic art studios and
publishers.
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MIX AND MATCH
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Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Miya Du (China)
Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with die-cut pages
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Two titles Available

· Tasty Food
· Daily Necessities

new

Fun for both parents and babies, this series of flipping/
matching big and little books lets babies learn to recognize
objects via colorful pictures in the big book and matching
images in the little book. The series covers impor tant
items that children should be able to recognize by time
they turn four:
Tasty Food : foods such as sandwiches, and ingredients;
Daily Necessities : objects and items in a baby’s daily life,
such as refrigerators;
Learning made fun in a unique, enjoyable format!

ACTIVITY
BEDTIME BOOKS

Chinese illustrator Miya Du lives in Shanghai and creates picture books published
in China and abroad. Her Cats Weaving Wool was chosen for the BIBF Ananas
International Illustration Exhibition and her The Fish of Seven Seconds Memory
was selected for the Teheran International Book Fair (2019) and the Bratislava
Illustrators Biennale.

34

ANIMAL JOBS
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Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Belinda (China)
Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 10

Binding: Board books with slides, flaps and pop-ups
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Titles Available

· Caring Daddies
Planned titles

· Angel-like Doctors
· A Hardworking Cleaner

Did you know that animals have their own professions?
Yes, you heard that right! In nature, hardworking animals
go about their day diligently doing their jobs!
Some are full-time, stay-at-home fathers; some are angelic
doctors who heal the wounded and save others from
death; some are capable cleaners...
This marvelous series seamlessly blends animals' natures
with their professions. Pop-up scenes help broaden
children’s horizons and show the animals at work, letting
children experience nature’s wit and magic. A fun learning
experience filled with surprises.

ACTIVITY
BEDTIME BOOKS

Heilongjiang native Belinda Wang Zhixuan graduated from Harbin Normal
University, where she majored in preschool education. Today she teaches children’s
art in Beijing, is a graphic designer and creates picture books. She is best known for
Mood-Sad, Lake’s Room, and Garfield’s Cognitive Picture Book for Children.

36
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FANTASTIC ANIMALS

37

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Giulia Lombardo (Italy)
Format: 21 x 21 cm
Pages: 10

Binding: Board books with pop-up pages and flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Titles Available

· Amazing Tails
Planned Titles

· Amazing Noses

I was born on the cold Christmas Eve of 1991. I live in Florence, the most beautiful
city in the world, like all proud Florentines always say. I live and work in my little
house surrounded by cats, dogs, rabbits and a particularly cute chicken named
Calimero. I graduated as an Entertainment Designer at the Nemo Academy of
Digital Arts in 2013 and since then, I have worked as a children’s illustrator.
I collaborate with publishing houses and brands all around the world, among which
are Usborne Publishing, White Star Kids, National Geographic Kids, Clementoni.
From 2018 I am a member of the illustration group Le Vanvere.

ACTIVITY
BEDTIME BOOKS

There are millions of animals in the world. Most animals
have eyes, noses, tails and feet. However, some organs of
some animals have magical functions that other animals
do not have. Open this popular science picture book and
let the children learn more about these unique animals,
and see what kind of "superior abilities" their eyes, nose,
tail and paws have!
In order to allow children to easily grasp the relevant
knowledge, each page of each book has selected a pair of
animals for comparison-those with special functions and
those without special functions. In addition, each page of
this series has a sliding mechanism, which cleverly displays
the special functions of animal organs. The exquisite
pictures created by the well-known Italian illustrator
Giulia Lombardo, coupled with concise explanator y
text, anthropomorphic dialogue and monologue design
between animals, this series of popular science books will
attract children to immerse themselves in an interesting
and wonderful journey of animal exploration.

38
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MATHEMATICAL THINKING

39

Texts: Paycandy Children's Book

Illustrations: Paycandy Children's Book (China)
Format: 17 x 17 cm
Pages: 20

Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Four titles available

· Square
· Circle
· Star
· Triangle

KEY SELLING POINTS

· Features 220 creative cut-outs and 40+ items to recognize
· Tactile math games to improve mathematical thinking and cognition
· Verbal-visual puzzles to improve concentration
· Interactive games to improve analytical skills

ACTIVITY BOOKS

内文装饰图

This series is specially designed to teach young children
how to recognize shapes and objects via interactive puzzle
play. Each book focuses on a single shape, presented
through cut-outs of different items arranged in quantities
from 1 to 10. For each puzzle, young readers can try to
guess what will be revealed in the complete picture on
the next page. Puzzle-solving delight!

LOOK, LOOK: SURPRISE!

41

Texts: Maria Loretta Giraldo (Italy)

Illustrations: Nicoletta Bertelle (Italy)
Format: 20 x 20 cm
Pages: 22

Binding: Board books
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Sold: UK-USA-EN

Titles Available

rise, look wh
o’
s

It’s Bessie bee,
friends by her side
In a flower, trying to hide.

t

!

· What Will You Eat?
· Riddle Me This!
· What Makes This Noise?
· Who Makes This Sound?

ur p
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e
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Planned titles
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· Let's Play Hide And Seek!
· Season Surprises!

Engaging cut-outs and flaps in this brand-new series of
board books fit perfectly in hands of children ages 2-4.
Beautiful illustrations by renowned ar tist Nicoletta
Ber telle, upbeat rhymes, riddles, find-the-object games
and a delightfully recurring theme of amazing surprises
will tickle children’s curiosity as they discover the world,
animals, nature, sounds, noises and the seasons. Filled with
lots of pure fun!

Su
rp

40

ACTIVITY
DIE-CUT BOARD
BOOKSBOOKS

Born in Padua, Italy, Nicoletta Bertelle graduated from the Institute of Art and has
studied with well-known illustrators such as Stepan Zavrel, Emanuele Luzzati, and
Jozef Wilkon. She has illustrated over 40 books — many becoming international
best-sellers — for a number of Italian publishing houses and her helics was
selected for the White Ravens list by the Internationale Jugendbibliothek in
Munich. In addition to illustrating books, she also creates art installations and wood
paintings.

42

TIME & SPACE TRAVELING

43

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Yinghua Song (China)
Format: 21.5 x 22.4 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with time machine printed
band travelling through them
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Two titles available

· Mysteries of the Past
· Adventures in the Deep Sea

Innovative 3D books that take children on adventures
through time and space! As they pass through the
mysterious tunnel and travel from page to page, the little
time machine takes them to faraway places, deep under
the sea, down into the ear th or back into the past to
meet ancient civilizations. Using the same original 3D
time capsule, the series also explores the mysteries of the
unknown and answers some key questions about world
history. A must-have series for any child!

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Yinghua Song has been passionate about fine ar ts from an early age. On
completing his studies, he worked as an animation artist and lead his professional
design team in producing visual effects for cinema and animation projects. A new
challenge has been as a children's book illustrator for which he has achieved
popular acclaim for his breadth of experience and quirky illustrative style.

44

THE RUBBISH TOUR

45

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Ella Dashchenko (Russia)
Format: 19 x 19 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Hardcover with multiple flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

This series encourages children to think about the
environment and the things we can do to protect it.
Reading the book, they play the role of tour guide, leading
a bus full of garbage around the world and lifting the flaps
on each page to find out the impact of human activity on
the planet. At the end of each book, they can then dive
into the DIY crafts to learn how to recycle and reuse
waste to stop it from littering up the world.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Ellen Dashchenko grew up in Siberia but now lives and works in Shanghai. Having
graduated from Novosibirsk State Academy of Arts, she has been working as a
graphic illustrator since 2009 and participated in art exhibitions across Asia as well
as developing creative solutions for a variety of international organisations.
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ARTIST'S CATS

COLOURCATS

Texts & Illustrations: Raffaella Castagna (Italy)

Texts & Illustrations: Raffaella Castagna (Italy)

Pages: 16

Pages: 52

Format: 50 x 70 cm

Binding: Folded pages
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

This clever book star ts at the first turn of the page,
presenting the two grown-up cats. At each subsequent
page turn, the images and colours mix in different
combinations all the way through until the last page
where Mummy and Daddy cat are decorated with all the
different patterns of their little ones. The funny rhymes
accompanying each kitty makes the reading experience
even more engaging and children will mar vel at the
wonderful combination of colours, names and words.

47

Format: 21 x 29.7 cm

Binding: Hardcover with endpapers
Printing: 4/4 colours
Age Range: 3+

Have you ever wondered what a Picasso cat would look
like? Or the cat of any of the other grand masters? Well,
this book imagines what their feline friends would be like
if their fur were painted in each artist's distinctive style. A
further clue to the artist owner of each cat is is given in
the gentle rhymes accompanying each picture. At the end,
there are activity pages where readers can colour in their
own cats!

ACTIVITY BOOKS

As a child, Raffaella Castagna loved reading, drawing and playing. She graduated
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Brera in Milan, and her creative drawings, games
and ideas on how to make objects with low-quality or seemingly useless materials
have appeared in numerous books and magazines. Castagna holds reading
workshops on transforming words and colours into games with and for children.
She is the author of over 20 titles with major Italian publishers.
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WHO LIVES HERE?

49

Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri (Greece)
Format: 18 x 21 cm
Pages: 8

Binding: Board books with 5 sliding mechanisms
and 4 spreads

Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Sold: Colombia, Spain, UK-USA-EN

Five titles available

· Bunny the Bus Driver
· Giraffe the Chef
· Crocodile the Gardener
· Hippo the Singer
· Santa Claus and The Elves

Knock knock! Who lives here? Kids will love pulling up the
sliders to see who's behind the doors of these adorable
mini houses! They get to go inside, explore the owners'
favourite rooms and learn what they do for a living. The
appealing house-shaped books introduce readers to early
numbers, professions and animals while exercising little
fingers and thumbs to make flowers speak, monkeys skate
and hippos take a shower.

new

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Born in 1980 in Thessaloniki, Greece, Anna Gkoutzouri writes and illustrates
children’s books. She is passionate about creating pop-up and activity books that
encourage interaction and loves using paper engineering to tell a story and raise
complex issues for young readers in engaging, ingeniously simple ways.
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YOU ASK, I ANSWER

51

Texts & Illustrations: Youchao Sun & Xinran (China)
Format: 21.5 x 25 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Hardcover
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Three titles available

· Sea
· Birds
· Insects

Children are naturally curious about the world around
them and never tire of exploring and learning about
it. Under the many flaps to lift in this series, they
encounter interesting facts about birds, insects and
sea creatures. The vibrant illustrations and threedimensional features will bring them to life and give
young readers insights into the natural world which,
to them, feels like a giant world just waiting to be
discovered!

· A wonderful introduction to the natural world with elements of biology, astronomy and geography.
· Sparking children's curiosity and sating it with detailed answers to their many questions.
· A book which presents the world through a child's eyes and encourages independent thought.
· Look-at-me flaps make for an engaging, interactive experience, inspiring a love of reading and learning.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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52

GET TO KNOW ....
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垃圾分类收集

垃圾被投放到垃圾箱后，环卫工人会先把它
们运送到社区小型垃圾中转站。接着，再送往大
型垃圾压缩中转站进行压缩，最后送到不同的地
方进行处理。

垃圾焚烧厂
有些垃圾会被送到垃圾
焚烧厂。垃圾燃烧过程中产
生的热能可用于发电。

四大
垃圾实行 类再
先分
分类，要 里。
丢垃圾箱

可回 收垃
丢这里。

Texts & Illustrations: Yo Yo Tong (China)

对垃圾进
行投放，不仅
能减少环境污
染，还能使某
些垃圾变废为
宝，继续被人
们利用。

圾

Format: 21.5 x 28.5 cm

垃圾分类箱

Pages: 14

大件垃圾
可以放到大件
垃圾箱里。

圾
我要把垃
中转站。
送进垃圾

Binding: Hardcover

烧厂。
请送到焚
。
请停这里

大件
垃圾

Printing: 4/4 colour

建筑
垃圾

厨
余
垃
圾
收
集
车

· Airport
· Waste Recycling Plant
· Construction Site
· Hospital
· Farm

铃铃 ~

我要丢
。
厨余垃圾

我要丢可
和其
回收垃圾
他垃圾。

厨余垃圾收集车主要收集、转运厨
余垃圾垃圾，例如我们平时的剩饭剩菜。

4

This encyclopedic series is all about getting to know
different places in the world and answering all the
questions children will have about them. What goes on in
a hospital? How does a busy farm work? Starting from the
child's point-of-view, these books will satisfy their curiosity
and both complement and expand on foundational
science taught in primary school.

从经垃圾中转站运走的
垃圾，有的被运到卫生填埋
场，有的被运到了堆肥厂做
成堆肥，有些送到焚烧厂进
行焚烧发电。

建筑
垃圾可以
。
放到这里

这种三轮垃
圾车非常灵便。

Target Age: 5+

Five titles available

垃圾
压
行脱 缩中转
站能
水、
把垃
压缩
处理
。

圾进
分类能
境
减少对环
的破坏。

5

忙碌的机场

目录
机场
1. 忙碌的
运
2. 行李托
备
4. 飞行准
机
飞
运
货
6.
理
8. 飞行管
达
抵
全
10. 安
样的飞机
12. 各式各

机场是人们搭乘飞机的地
方。除了航站楼和停机坪，机
场里还设有塔台、客运站、维
修厂等建筑或设施。直到凌晨，
这里依然很忙碌。

飞机收到起飞的指示后，
沿设定好的航线离开机场。

航站楼是办理登
机和出站的大楼。

机场内通常设有国内航
班和国际航班。

航站楼全天开放，
里面一直很忙碌、热闹。

乘坐机场快线、出租车
和地铁都能抵达机场。

“下次再见啦！”

机场通常远
离市区，必须提
前抵达，做好登
机准备。

准备登机的乘务人员。

“麻烦让一下！”
“别落下东西了”

滴滴！

“时间刚好！”

1

· Five key general knowledge topics are presented in an appealing, engaging way.
· Perfect combination of detailed illustrations and key text facilitates comprehension.
· General science made accessible to help stimulate and satisfy natural curiosity about the world.
· More surprises hidden under the flaps to broaden horizons and stimulate both interest in reading and creative thinking.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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YOU CAN GUESS!

55

Texts: S&S Alliance
Illustrations: Qingfeng Xu (China)
Format: 15 x 15 cm

Pages: 24
Binding: Board books with 6 spreads
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5
Sold: China Mainland, Poland

Four titles available

· Seaside
· Food
· My World
· Animal Tails

These concer tina books contain lots of fun guessing
games for children to solve. Each one looks at either an
aspect of the child's own life or something from the world
around them. A riddle and picture on each page offer
clues as to what the object or thing might be, the story
gradually building as the book unfolds. When they get to
last spread, the answer is revealed, if they haven't already
solved it themselves!
There's one more surprise, too. Each book has a final
suggestion of a practical craft activity to do with friends,
to further cement what they have learned through the
combination of words and pictures.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Qingfeng Xu graduated from the Nanjing Art College. Currently a freelance artist and
picture book illustrator, he has worked as a graphic designer, original game creator, and
editor. He received the Golden Windmill International Young Illustrator Competition
Excellence Award from the Shanghai China Children’s Book Fair and his hobbies include wood carving and leather art.
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INCREDIBLE ANIMAL ACADEMY

57

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Miya Du (China)
Format: 20 x 20 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with rotating mechanisms
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Sold: China Mainland, Poland

CHINA MAINLAND

Four titles available

· Machines (1)
· Machines (2)
· Building
· Clothing

This highly original series uses a series of swivels and
tabs to let children transform animals into something in
the human world. The ingenuous rotating mechanism
is at the vanguard of book engineering, using bionicbased principles to turn 24 animals into something from
everyday life: a blue whale into an airship, a shell into an
opera house, a pelican to a helicopter and a giraffe to a
pilot. These mind-boggling transformations are grouped
into three main themes: Animal Mechanics, Animal Design
and Animal Architecture.
By turning the rotating mechanism themselves, children
will be mesmerized at the connection between animals
and machines, clothes and buildings, and much more.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Chinese illustrator Miya Du lives in Shanghai and creates picture books published
in China and abroad. Her Cats Weaving Wool was chosen for the BIBF Ananas
International Illustration Exhibition and her The Fish of Seven Seconds Memory
was selected for the Teheran International Book Fair (2019) and the Bratislava
Illustrators Biennale.
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GOOD HABITS

59

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Bea Lema (Spain)
Format: 17 x 17 cm
Pages: 24

Binding: Board books with 6 spreads
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Sold: China Mainland, Poland

Four titles available

· I want to Eat!
· I want to Sleep!
· I want to Poo!
· I want a Bath!

Funny, fold-out concertina books to learn good habits for
eating, sleeping, washing and pooing!
The first five of the six panels portray animals in a variety
of situations while the final panel pictures what children
should do in same situation. As children unfold the books,
they see a small image first, then flip the book out to see
a bigger version with simple text.
The lesson is that all animals have their habits, and we
need to learn good ones as humans too!

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Bea Lema is a comic artist and illustrator, born in A Coruna, Spain, in 1985. After
a degree in Product Design from her local university, she began her professional
career in 2010 working for a famous ceramic company before moving into
freelance work in 2013, creating images for products and the media. In 2018, she
published her first comic book The Body of Christ and won the XII Comic Price
Castelao, awarded by the Diputacion de A Coruna.
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SMALL TOUCH & FEEL BOOKS

61

Texts & Illustrations: Beijing Xiaohonghua Book
Studio (China)
Format: 21 x 21 cm
Pages: 10
Binding: Shaped, Pages die-cut
Printing: 4/4 colour + speacial textures
Target Age: 0-3

Four titles available

· Animals
· Colours
· Farm
· Numbers

Animal-shaped spreads and touch-and-feel textures
will make reading these books exciting and fun! Touch
is baby's first sensor y exploration of the world and
foundation on which all other development is built. So, by
touching, flipping, looking and guessing, babies and infants
get to flex their fingers, exercise their senses and boost
their brains! A series not to be missed!

· High-quality textured materials for authentic sensory experiences.
· Die-cut shapes to make the books easier for little hands to grab and hold.
· Bilingual texts.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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MY FIRST TOUCH & FEEL BOOKS

63

Texts & Illustrations: Beijing Xiaohonghua Book
Studio (China)

Format:18.5 x 18.5 cm
Pages: 10

Binding: Board books with die-cut pages and flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0—3

Four titles available

· Animals
· Numbers
· Letters
· Farm

Books with flaps, that are interesting to touch and feel,
with appealing textures, die-cut lines and holes, just like
this series, are the perfect stimulation for babies curious to
learn about the world around them.
Being able to touch and stroke the pages provides a rich
sensory experience, with lots of surprises to keep babies
and children interested. The bilingual texts help to build
language awareness and the high-quality materials and
binding style make for a superior reading experience.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

64

PEEK-A-BOO BOOKS

65

Texts & Illustrations: Beijing Xiaohonghua Book
Studio (China)

Format: 14 x 14 cm
Pages: 32

Binding: Board books with die-cut pages
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3
Sold: Estonia

Six titles available

· Farm Animals
· Wild Animals
· Vehicles
· Around us
· Fruit
· Toys

This beautiful series offers opportunities galore for little
ones to flex their fingers, train their brains and guess
who's hiding on the next page as they discover objects
from the world around them. On one page they are
introduced to the bright colours and features of the
object then, thanks to the creative die-cutting used, they
can explore parts of it with their fingers on the next page.
The discover y process is fur ther aided by shor t
descriptions which provide additional elements to
associate, think and explore.

Flipping from page to page, parts of the object begin
to overlap until the whole thing comes together, much
to the reader's surprise and fun. By gradually building
towards the final revelation, little imaginations will be
sparked, curiosity satisfied and the reading experience
a happy one. The bold colours and striking images are
stimulating and aid visual development.

咚！ 咚
！

· Short texts to facilitate adult-child interaction and stimulate a fascination with learning.
· Die-cut spreads provide an opportunity for tactile learning to associate the contours of an object to its description.
· The gradual discovery process stimulates curiosity and motivates to learn.
· Seeing the object in different layers makes it more interesting and boosts memory.
· Rounded edges make the books safe even for the littlest of hands.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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EARLY LEARNING AND PLAY BOOKS

67

Texts & Illustrations: Beijing Xiaohonghua Book
Studio (China)

Format: 20.5 x 27.5 cm
Pages: 14

Binding: Board books with 37 flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3
Sold: France

Four titles available

· Numbers
· Animals
· My World
· Colours & Shapes

An early education series combining visually stimulating
content with baby's first words: in two languages!
The period from birth to age 3 is a key development period
when babies and toddlers are learning about the world
through touch and sight, expanding their interaction with it
through language and acquiring early notions of mathematical
thinking. The hands-on puzzles in these books make
foundational skills fun, as children play at counting, test their
logical thinking and make spatial comparisons.

· Fun, interactive games to stimulate the imagination.
· Different elements on the page to test obser vation skills.
· Bright colours and bold contrasts are visually stimulating.
· Rounded edges for safe play.
· High-quality, sturdy board to assure many hours of play.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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FLIP THE PAGE AND DISCOVER…

69

Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri (Greece)
Format: 20 x 21.5 cm
Pages: 32

Binding: Board books with flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Five titles available

· Opposites
· Animals
· Shapes
· Numbers
· Fairy Tales

These books introduce children to shapes, opposites,
animals, number s and classic fair y tales in a novel
and highly appealing way. Between each spread is a
transparent page which they can simply flip back and
forward to turn the pictures into something completely
different. The bold colours, striking images and clever visual
magic will grab their attention and get them talking, in true
"now you see it, now you don't" style!
The fun and hilarity come with an added bonus: they'll
also be learning new words, new concepts and absorbing
new information.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Born in 1980 in Thessaloniki, Greece, Anna Gkoutzouri writes and illustrates
children’s books. She is passionate about creating pop-up and activity books that
encourage interaction and loves using paper engineering to tell a story and raise
complex issues for young readers in engaging, ingeniously simple ways.
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DIY YOUR OWN POPUP BOOK

71

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Maria Vyshinskaya (Russia)
Format: 28 x 21 cm
Pages: 24

Binding: Softcover with a DIY material package
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Two titles available

· Adventure on Planet Ola
· The Tree Leading

to the Underground City

This fantastic adventurous pop-up book series need the
little readers to "do it by themselves". Each book contains
two par ts: a fantastic adventurous stor y book and a
DIY material package. With some very simple painting,
cutting, folding, pasting, little readers can create the POPUP elements from the book and make their own POPUP books! There are ten different kinds of handiwork
with various difficulty levels and styles. The designs can
inspire children’s interest for reading, help them develop
a creative thinking, improve their practical abilities and
aesthetic competence!
1

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Maria Vyshinskaya graduated at the Moscow University of Printing Arts and also
at the "School of Children's Books" of the Moscow State Pedagogical University.
Participant and winner of international competitions and festivals of illustration,
she was also finalist of the China Shanghai International Children’s Book Fair (CCBF)
2019.

2

72

WORLD POPULAR SPORTS

73

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Deva Luk (China)
Format: 20.5 x 20.5 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with 6 mechanisms
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Sold: China Mainland

Three titles available

· Winter Games
· Ball Games
· Other Sports

We know that sport should be a part of our life from
an early age. Children who practise physical activities
are healthier and happier than the ones who don't! This
attractive series of board books carefully selects the
Top 30 Sports loved by children all over the world and
describes them in detail. Funny 3D mechanisms combined
with interesting spor ts knowledge information will let
chidren have a better understanding of sports and will
encourage them to spend more time enjoying them!

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Freelance illustrator Deva Luk majored in animation and has collaborated with
a number of major publishing companies, brands, and magazines. Winner of the
China Illustration Biennial Award (CIB), she paints in a unique style that expresses
her characters’ colorful inner world.
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POP OUT AND PLAY

75

Texts: S&S Alliance
Illustrations: WANANNN (China)
Format: 20 x 20 cm
Pages: 12
Binding: Board books with die-cut pages
and puzzle pieces
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5
Shopping List

Two titles available

· Let‘s Go Shopping!
· Having A Buffet!

It’s time for shopping! Let’s go to the supermarket!
Check out your shopping list and find all the things you
need and put them in your trolley!
All the groceries such as fruit and vegetables, dair y
and meat will be found as pop-out pieces in the book.
Children will be given several shopping lists and a popout paper made trolley. They will love playing real life role
helping to buy grocery in the book!
After shopping, they will need to place the cute pieces
back into the book to become then a funny puzzle game!
购物卡.indd 1

ACTIVITY BOOKS

WANANNN graduated from the China Academy of Art, and she is now living
in Hangzhou. She cooperated with various publications and participated in the
publication of the Ananas International Illustration Exhibition in 2016, 2017.
Her works Spring and Childhood and Pink Dream were selected at the BIBF
Ananas International Illustration Exhibition.
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Texts & Illustrations: YuYi
Format: 16 x 16 cm
Pages: 10

Binding: Board books with 10 sounds per title
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Six titles available

· Listen to the concert!
· Wonderful Nature
· Vehicles at work
· Animal World
· Dinosaurs
· Animals on the Run

This is a collection of exclusive and attractive interactive
books specially designed for toddlers in their most
sensitive period for audio and visual development.
With 6 initial attractive and funny themes – Dinosaurs,
Animal World, Farm animals, Vehicles, Musical Instruments
and Natural Sounds – and in the form of a very original
combination of toys and books, the series provides a
pleasant and unique parent-child interactive reading
experience.
Sounds do include 5 pets, 5 farm animals, 5 vehicles’
engines, 5 musical instruments, 5 dinosaurs, and 5 natural
sounds and in order to maximize the value of this book,
the technology allows 2 subsequent sounds for each
button on each spread has been adopted, making thus 10
sounds for each book.

· Real sounds, vivid and colourful scenes specially designed for babies.
· Carefully selected and safety-tested touch materials suitable for babies
· Repetitive sentence patterns which can capture the baby's attention and development.
· Flexible use of different verbs throughout the series, "touch, scratch, knock, press..." helps develop the baby's handson ability and the ability to receive instructions.

· Good use of onomatopoeias which is easy for children to imitate and recognize.

SOUND BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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BUSY VEHICLES

79

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Maria Vyshinskaya (Russia)
Format: 13.5 x 21.5 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with 6 sound modules
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Sold: Colombia, China Mainland, France, Italy, Poland,

Spain, Turkey, UK-USA-EN

Four titles available

· Land
· Rescue
· Water
· Construction

The original sound book series has a new addition: the
Busy Vehicles Books! There are 4 exciting titles in the
series, each page shaped like one of the 24 different
vehicles, and a button to press on each page for some
laugh-out-loud fun at what each vehicle sounds like in
action. Children will keep coming back to these books, as
they learn something new with each reading, discovering
the special jobs - on land, in construction, as emergency
rescue, or over water - that each vehicle has. Every page
will be a new adventure!

SOUND BOOKS

Maria Vyshinskaya graduated from Moscow University of Printing Arts and the
"School of Children's Books" at Moscow State University of Education. She has
competed in and also won international competitions and festivals of illustration,
and was a finalist at the China Shanghai International Children’s Book Fair (CCBF)
2019.
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SOUND BOOKS

81
new

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Elsa Martins (Portugal)
Format: 17 x 17 cm
Pages: 6

Binding: Board books with sound module
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Sold: China Mainland, Colombia, Poland, Spain, Taiwan

Nine titles available

· Chinese Musical Instruments
· Daily Life
· Natural Landscape
· Different Materials
· Sounds From Our Body
· Birds-of-Paradise
· Jungle Road
· Cute Pets
· Mysterious Water Park

Parents and children alike will find the appealing
illustrations and charming protagonists in this best-selling
series absolutely irresistible. Called, "Listen, what's that
noise?", each book presents a series of natural, everyday
sounds to get children guessing what they can hear, using
their knowledge of the world and adding to it with the
new discoveries they'll be making. Even the very youngest
babies will be drawn to the incredibly realistic, high-quality
sounds of musical instruments, materials and places, animals
in their natural habitats, and a variety of noises which they'll
be able to hear or recognize from everyday life.
Adding to the sensory experience, little ones will love
being able to press the sound buttons themselves, flexing
their fingers to hear what sound will come out!

SOUND BOOKS

Elsa Martins is an independent illustrator based in sunny Portugal. She is a
talented artist with a a very intuitive creative process and a fresh style which
adds a lot of life to all texts and pages. Elsa has got a background in photography
and graphic design. She is working with publishers in Portugal and internationally.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE LITTLE ONES

83

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Sicong Chen (China)
Format: 19 x 19 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with 5 sounds per title
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Two titles available

· My Daily Life
· Go Outing

Pull out the magic
wand, listen and find
which object gives the
sound!

This series is both funny and educational at the same time.
Books for learning: 2 titles will cover all aspects of 2-4
year-old children’s life, helping young readers to learn
objects and their names in their natural environment.
But also books for seeking and discovering: on ever y
double page children will have to find 7 objects (listed
on the left side of each spread) in each scene. This will
help them to associate objects with their names paying
attention to lots of details.
Also books for listening and have fun: in every scene, children
can pull a magic wand to find the right object with its
sound making the game useful and really entertaining and
making them start to play again and again!

SOUND BOOKS

Chen Sicong is a Chinese picture books author and freelance illustrator. Born in
Shenzhen, China, in November 1996 she graduated from the Central Academy of
Fine Arts Picture Book Creation Studio in 2019 and won several scholarships and
prizes between 2017 and 2019 at the Central Academy of Fine Arts and at the
Fourth Annual Poster Exhibition of the Central Academy of Fine Arts.
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Texts: Huitong Children's Book

Illustrations: Huitong Children's Book (China)
Format: 25.5 x 25.5 cm
Pages: 10

Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+

Sold: Italy, Spain

· Me and My Body

This book explores the mysteries of the human body, its
functions, and its organs from a child’s perspective. In this
encyclopedic edition, young readers learn about how the
body grows and staying safe.

· Ten pop-up spreads about the body
· Creative 3-D pop-up pages; multiple interactive elements
· 100+ moving parts

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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3D POP-UP BOOKS

87

Texts & Illustrations: Yo Yo Tong (China)
Format: 25 x 25 cm
Pages: 14

Binding: Hardcover
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+

· Insects
· Robots
· Animal Homes

Robots : Robots rule! This fascinating pop-up book delves
into the universe of robots: different kinds, data handling,
movement, jobs, etc. Perfect for budding scientists or
engineers, not to mention future roboticists!
Animal Homes : Some animals build their homes in the
ground; others build their homes in trees. Children will
enjoy learning about animal dwellings in this fun-filled popup book.
Insects : Based on the popular classic science book by JeanHenri Fabre, this pop-up version uses simple words and
vivid pictures to buzz through the interesting world of
insects. Reading fun plus learning about nature!

The innovative, educational books in this in-house, high-end series feature pop-ups, flipbooks, cut-outs and
audiobooks. Committed to developing and creating children's books that focus on children's growth and scientific
thinking, S&S has put together a multimedia line of unique interactive books about science and technology. Fun and
educational for the whole family!

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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3D POP-UP BOOKS
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Texts: Paycandy Children's Book
Illustrations: Hiya (China)

Paper art: Huiton Children's Book
Format: 21 x 29.5 cm
Pages: 18

Binding: Hardcover with 100+ movable elements
Printing：4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+
Sold: Russia

· The Great Inventions

This amazing book features nine of the greatest inventions
in human history, including writing and objects we use in
everyday life. Filled with over 120 facts and 3D movable
parts, this interactive volume will inspire young readers
to investigate our wonderful world, sparking children’s
interest to learn about science — all while having fun.

· Nine fabulous inventions, with 120+ interesting facts
· Big 3-D pop-ups
· Playful cover; encourages children's interest in science
· Encourages learning new information in an interesting format

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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3D POP-UP BOOKS
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Texts: Mi Tong

Illustrations: Mi Tong (China)
Format: 26 x 26 cm
Pages: 20

Binding: Hardcover with many movable elements
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+

Sold: Italy, Japan, Spain, Russia

· Big Book of Dinosaurs

Step into a dinosaur museum with an impressive 3D
collection of dinosaurs. Cross time and space to explore
the exciting, mysterious world of these huge creatures
from long ago. In this terrific volume, readers will find
out about dinosaur origins, classification, fossils, remains,
and theories about their extinction. Children can play
with a variety of interactive elements to experience fun,
effortless learning.

· Eight big pop-ups create visual impact
· Various creative activities help readers explore the mysterious world of dinosaurs
· Fascinating scientific information encourages children's drive for discovery

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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3D POP-UP BOOKS

93

Texts: MiuSi Bowu

Illustrations: Paycandy Children Book (China)
Format: 21 x 28.5 cm
Pages: 22

Binding: Hardcover with 100+ movable elements
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+

· Moving Aircraft

All about airplanes! This book will inspire children’s interest in flight,
aeronautics and science as they intuitively explore aircraft structure.
Six kinds of interactive actions—including 3D pop-ups, flaps, slides,
and more—help young readers understand aerospace technology via
fun-filled, information-packed pages.

· Eleven spreads with different types of 3D pop-ups
· Teaches an intuitive understanding of aircraft structure and cultivates children's spirit of exploration
· Over 50 types of activities and over 100 facts about airplanes

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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3D POP-UP BOOKS

95

Texts: Mu Yu Culture

Illustrations: Meng Li (China)
Format: 33 x 25 cm
Pages: 26

Binding: Hardcover with 100 movable elements
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+
Sold: Russia

· Vehicle

Children are fascinated by things that move and will love
this book with its 100+ types of vehicles. Illustrations and
pop-ups include a fire engine, construction trucks, trains,
tractors, farm machines and road rescue patrols—not to
mention a car engine and interior.

· Twelve spreads, interesting panoramas, and 100+ moving elements
· Creative turntable cover
· Pop-ups, slides, flaps and other interactive elements show how vehicles work

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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3D POP-UP BOOKS

97

Texts: Mu Yu Culture

Illustrations: Tingting Ma (China)
Format: 33 x 25 cm
Pages: 26

Binding: Hardcover with 100 movable elements
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+

Sold: France, Russia

· Ships

Illustrations and comics-style drawings bring the nautical world to life
in intricate detail. Vessels include pleasure crafts, yachts, freight ships,
warships, aircraft carriers, and many more. Brief descriptions of how
the vessels work and what they are like inside will enhance a budding
young sailor's enjoyment!

· Visually teaches ship structure and construction
· Over 50 types of ships open children's nautical horizons
· Six pop-up displays 100+ moving elements
· Folding 3D pages and multi-layered perspectives reproduce adventures at sea

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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3D POP-UP BOOKS
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Texts: Paycandy Children’s Book

Illustrations: Tingting Ma & Meng Li (China)
Format: 21 x 29.5 cm
Pages: 22

Binding: Hardcover with 100 morable elements
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+

· Royal Wedding

This fascinating pop-up encyclopedia will capture the
imagination of all children, encouraging fun doll play and
role-playing with friends. Children can dress the princess
using magnetic stickers shaped like magnificent gowns and
arrange the furniture to decorate luxurious play homes.

· Eight large themed scenes, including a gorgeous castle
· Seven princesses from around the world whose vignettes are inspired from romantic fairy tales.
· Eleven panoramic scenes with 100+ moving elements
· Ten sets of beautiful princess dress cards let children dress the figures in exquisite royal clothing.

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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POP OUT AND PLAY

101

Texts: S&S Alliance
Illustrations: Niel Fan (China)
Format: 24 x 18 cm
Pages: 16

Binding: Board books with pop-up pages
Printing: 4/4 colour + fluorescent ink
Target Age: 5+
Sold: China-Mainland

Titles Available

· Explore the South Pole
Planned Titles

· Explore the Moon

Boys and girls love adventure! In this exciting series
featuring ingenious pop-ups and adventurous journeys,
children follow narrator Andrew to far-away places around
the globe, exploring unique flora and fauna, peculiar
landforms and topography, and extreme weather and
climate. Young readers can vicariously experience polar
bears, glaciers and snow in the Antarctic, and wonder
at the vastness of the universe on a flight to the moon.
Curiosity-inspiring, adventure-filled journeys will enhance
children’s planning and organizational skills, as well as
stimulating interest in scientific research and knowledge!

POP-UP BOOKS

Pisces Beijing resident Niel Fan who leads "Draw at 6:30," a group of artists who
earn their living by painting and having fun at the same time. Always challenging
himself, he specializes in designing picture books and pop-ups and has collaborated
with a number of publishing houses and educational institutions.
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WHERE IS IT FROM?

103

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Miya Du (China)
Format: 19 x 19 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with 6 pop-ups
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Three titles available

· Food
· Clothes
· Utensils

All children wonder, at some point, where the food they
eat comes from, how clothes are made and who makes
the tools we use. In this series they'll discover that bakers
make bread, bread is made from flour, flour comes from
the mill where millworkers grind it from wheat. But who
makes the wheat?
Full of interesting popups and simple vocabular y, this
series presents an easy-to-follow chain, from star t to
finish, of the production processes of foods, clothes, daily
necessities and tools. Not only answering their questions,
it will encourage them to keep asking more!

POP-UP BOOKS

Chinese illustrator Miya Du lives in Shanghai and creates picture books published
in China and abroad. Her Cats Weaving Wool was chosen for the BIBF Ananas
International Illustration Exhibition and her The Fish of Seven Seconds Memory
was selected for the Teheran International Book Fair (2019) and the Bratislava
Illustrators Biennale.
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3D BOOKS FOR LITTLE CAR FANS
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100+ moving
activ
ities
in ea
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Texts & Illustrations: Huidong Children Book (China)
Format: 21 x 19 cm
Pages: 24

Binding: Hardcover with 100 movable interactive elements
Printing: 4/4 colour

Target Age: 3-5
Sold : France, Poland, Russia

Four titles available

· On the Building Site
· Special Vehicles
· In the City
· Happy Travels

A brand-new concept to bring all-round knowledge to
young readers in a fun and engaging way. This series
reveals the secrets of transpor tation from multiple
perspectives and with 100+ moving elements per book!
Innovative book design and ingenious 3D elements have
been harnessed to make children excited to explore the
topics, discovering hundreds of interesting facts along the
way and being treated to endless surprises. The books
are rich in content which is explained in accurate, simple
language at an appropriate level for the age range.
With the perfect combination of appealing illustrations
and interesting stor ylines which children can move
through unaided and at their own pace, the potential for
discovery learning is assured!

KEY SELLING POINTS

· There are plenty of pop-ups and pull tabs to bring it all to life - over 100 movable elements and scenes to let
· The writing style is clear and direct, so very young car geeks of any age and ability will find much to satisfy
themselves here

· These books appeal to a wide range of children, drawn together by their love of all things on four wheels. They'll
pore over it for hours and days, playing with it, reading it and loving it.

· Many different elements on the same page to test the child’s observation for hours of fun
· Thick and high-quality board materials, strong and durable

POP-UP BOOKS

children explore the amazing world of the four wheels!

3D SCIENCE POP-UP BOOKS
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Texts & Illustrations: Huidong Children's Books (China)

us i
n

Format: 19 x 21 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Hardcover
Printing: 4/4 colour

Join

106

Target Age: 3-5
Sold : Estonia, France
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· Sea World
· Jungle Animals
· Amazing Insects
· Dinosaurs
· Bird Kingdom
· Happy Farms

This set of 3D science books designed especially for
children aged 3 to 8 combines fun facts and scientific
knowledge to take them into the many magical places
they would love to explore and may often have imagined,
like the deep sea, jungle scenes, leafy-green forest etc.
The texts are short and easy to understand, the many
different facts all clear and concise, and the contemporary
illustrations complemented by the clever paperengineering to make learning fun and reading these books
an absolute joy!

...

Six titles available

KEY SELLING POINTS
to let children explore the amazing world of science!

· The writing style is clear and direct, so very young science geeks will find much to satisfy themselves here
· These books appeal to a wide range of children, drawn together by their love of all things in the world

around us: from insects to birds or oceans, till the amazing world of dinosaurs! They'll pore over it for
hours and days, playing with it, reading it and loving it.

· Many different elements on the same page to test the child’s observation for hours of fun
· Thick and high-quality board materials, strong and durable

POP-UP BOOKS

· There is a stunning pop-up opening the book and then plenty of pull tabs and flaps to bring it all to life
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POP-UP ADVENTURES

109

Texts & Illustrations: Beijing Xiaohonghua Book
Studio (China)

Format: 18.2 x 18.2 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3
Sold : France, Poland

Three titles available

· At the Beach
· Let‘s Go
· Funny Weather

With a stunning pop-up scene on every page, this series
provides an incredibly entertaining and interactive reading
experience. What better way to convey just how big and
amazing the world is than in the twenty-one threedimensional images which bounce out from the page,
whether it's a means of transpor t, a playful seaside
scene or change in the weather. There's a surprise
at ever y page-turn, and a shor t stor y to accompany
readers along the way!

· Twenty-one different 3D scenes to invite children to explore the world.
· Warm stories hiding surprise puzzles and riddles to fire the imagination.
· Texts and scenes to encourage thinking skills from a young age.
· High-quality card and rounded edges for little hands and fingers.

POP-UP BOOKS

KEY SELLING POINTS
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INTERESTING INVENTIONS THAT’VE CHANGED OUR LIFE

111

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Qingfeng Xu (China)
Format: 21 x 21 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with pop-up pages and flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Titles Available

· Lighting

Planned Titles

· Traveling
· Recording

The history of science comes alive in this enticing series
about important scientific inventions big and small that
have changed our life.
Lighting : From torches to electric lights: how do humans
light the world around us?
Travelling : From walking to manned satellites: how do
humans reach distant places?
Recording : From knots on cords to writing on paper: how
do humans preserve memories and record events?
The fascinating titles in this series focus on three major
scientific areas: light, recording information, and transportation,
integrating children’s daily life experiences with pop-ups and
slides that stimulate imaginations and curiosity. Fun for future
scientists—and all other readers, too!

EDUCATIONAL
BEDTIME

Qingfeng Xu graduated from the Nanjing Art College. Currently a freelance artist
and picture book illustrator, he has worked as a graphic designer, original game
creator, and editor. He received the Golden Windmill International Young Illustrator
Competition Excellence Award from the Shanghai China Children’s Book Fair and
his hobbies include wood carving and leather art.
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STARRY SKY

113

Texts: S&S Alliance
Illustrations: Tianyu Chen (China)
Format: 20 x 20 cm

Pages: 14
Binding: Board books with pop-up pages and flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour+ fluorescent ink
Target Age: 3-5

Titles Available

· Spring

Planned Titles

· Summer
· Autumn
· Winter

The seasons change and the stars change. The night sky
hides countless mysteries to arouse children's curiosity.
How are constellations formed? What laws govern where
stars are and how they change? How do these laws relate
to our own activities on earth—and what beautiful myths
and stories have the stars inspired?
With four titles—one per season—this engaging series
explores the 20 constellations most visible in the northern
hemisphere. Each book not only provides diagrams and
explanations of the constellations but also moving stories
and myths about them. These beautiful books are perfect
for families in the northern hemisphere to read aloud:
parents and children can admire the mysterious, beautiful
starry sky together!

EDUCATIONAL

Tianyu Chen recently graduated with a degree in fashion design and takes special
interest in illustration. Self-taught, he is contracted with Visual China and enjoys
the Japanese style of children’s illustration. In his illustrations, his goal is to freeze a
beautiful moment for viewers to see and experience.
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MY FIRST CLASS IN THE KINDERGARTEN

115

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Belinda (China)
Format: 19 x 19 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with flaps, slides and pop-ups
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+

Titles Available

· Interesting Physics
· Amazing Geography
Planned Titles

· Magical Biology
new

Heilongjiang native Belinda graduated from Harbin Normal University, where
she majored in preschool education. Today she teaches children’s art in Beijing, is
a graphic designer, and creates picture books. She is best known for Mood-Sad,
Lake’s Room, and Garfield’s Cognitive Picture Book for Children.

EDUCATIONAL

Physics class? For kindergar tener s? Isn't that a bit
advanced? Yet physics is everywhere in our daily lives and
children’s early questions are about physics, including:
“Could I play on a seesaw with an elephant?”
“Why does a shadow follow the sun?”
“How can monorail trains hover above a track?
......
Starting with children’s most common life experiences,
this series answers young readers’ questions from a
child’s perspective via small experiments and clever
flaps, slides, and pop-ups. Not only will young readers
understand what lies behind daily phenomena, but they
will also discover the magic of science and that seemingly
advanced subjects such as physics, geography, biology, etc.,
are actually not difficult at all, thus planting the seeds for
future, deeper knowledge and a fascination for science!
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SAFETY INTERACTIVE GAME BOOK

117

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Deva Luk (China)
Format: 19 x 19 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with sildes and flaps
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Titles Available

· No, Little Crocodile! (At Home)
Planned Titles

· Be Careful, Little Crocodile! (Outside)
· You Can’t Eat It, Little Crocodile!

Kids are never too young to learn about safety! Insatiably
curious, they tend not to realize the real danger s
surrounding them. Young parents can feel frantic trying
to keep a child safe and yet they often lack the skills to
explain hazards to their kids. In this captivating series,
child-friendly Little Crocodile experiences the dangers
hidden at home and outdoors, shown with fun slides
and flaps. Children learn what not to touch or eat, what
to be careful of and—perhaps most importantly—what
happens if they try these things out… minus dangerous
real-life consequences.

EDUCATIONAL
BEDTIME

Freelance illustrator Deva Luk majored in animation and has collaborated with
a number of major publishing companies, brands, and magazines. Winner of the
China Illustration Biennial Award (CIB), she paints in a unique style that expresses
her characters’ colorful inner world.
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WHAT TIME IS IT?

119

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Svetlana Novikova (Belarus)
Format: 20 x 25 cm
Pages: 10

Binding: Board books with five pop-ups
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Titles Available

· What Time is it?
Planned Titles

· What’s the Weather?
· What’s the Season?

This series of books uses interactive play to teach young
children about telling time, the weather, and the seasons.
Colourful 3D and die-cut pages depict how these change.
(For example, one page shows an image of 7 o'clock on
the clock, followed on the next page
by aapicture
a childinteresting activities do we have to do in the afternoon?
After
nap, of
what
getting up in the morning.) Each title includes a spinning
card for playing the games in the books—or for creating
new ones! Understanding time and how the weather and
seasons are connected to daily life helps children know
how to behave, encouraging healthy social development.

3 p.m. is our tea time, we eat
fruit happily.
EDUCATIONAL
BEDTIME

3:45 p.m., the reading class begins,
everyone can choose their favorite
books to read!

Belarussian illustrator Svetlana Novikova currently lives in Poland; over the past
18 months she has won 6 Art Marathons. In 2019 her illustrations were featured
in the exhibition, "I'm Mone, I'm Shishkin, I'm Malevich." Her colorful, muchloved children’s illustrations bring a writer’s text alive and she especially enjoys
developing characters for brands and series.
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EXPLORE THE WORLD WITH WOLLY

121

Texts & Illustrations: Beijing United Publishing
Company (China)

Format: 28.5 x 28.5 cm
Pages: 18

Binding: Hardcover with pop-up elements
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 5+
Sold: Russia

Four titles available

· Time
· Temperature
· Space
· Colours

Time is not something we can experience with the senses
so how can be prove it exists? Could travelling through
time in a time machine be the answer?
Temperature, there's another thing it's difficult to agree
on, and about which children have many questions: why is
it so hot at the Equator yet freezing cold at the Poles?
And what about Space? We measure space in terms of
centimetres, metres, etc. but also use the same word for
the edge of the universe. How do we know where that is?
And while we're on the subject, have you ever wondered
why the sky is blue and not yellow or purple?
These questions and many more are tackled in this series
of books, as children go on a knowledge-rich journey
which will have them smile as they learn.

· 40+ clever pop-up elements to engage children in the topic.
· Thought-provoking questions about time, space, colours and temperature.
· Scientific knowledge delivered in an exciting, age-appropriate way.
· Inspiring stories, detailed illustrations, attractive 3D design fire children's imaginations.

EDUCATIONAL
BEDTIME

KEY SELLING POINTS
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ANIMAL MAGICIANS

123

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Miya Du (China)
Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with 6 mechanisms
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Three titles available

· Growing up
· Magic mimicry
· Who's hiding?

Chinese illustrator Miya Du lives in Shanghai and creates picture books published
in China and abroad. Her Cats Weaving Wool was chosen for the BIBF Ananas
International Illustration Exhibition and her The Fish of Seven Seconds Memory
was selected for the Teheran International Book Fair (2019) and the Bratislava
Illustrators Biennale.

EDUCATIONAL

Animals can work magic!
The three titles in this series show young readers just
what these magical transformations are, using three
different mechanisms to spark their imaginations and fire
their desire to learn more about the natural world.
The first title explores baby and adult animals in vivid
detail, using amazing pop-ups which bounce out to show
how a larva becomes a dragonfly, for example. In the
second title on mimicry, revolving mechanisms illustrate
the transformation animals use to protect themselves
from predators or how butterflies disguise themselves
as owls. Slide and pull tabs in the third title reveal how
animals can blend into their surroundings to avoid
predators, such as a leaf-tail gecko who survives by hiding
in some dead leaves.
A truly fascinating series!
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MIRACLES OF NATURE

125

Texts & Illustrations: Yo Yo Tong (China)
Format: 15 x 17 cm
Pages: 10

Binding: Hardcover
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Four titles available

· Animals
· Fruit
· Vegetables
· Insects

Turning the pages and using the ingenious 3D mechanism
with easy-to-move sliders, children get to experience the
magic of life, as a tiny seed grows into an adult plant or
a baby chick becomes a chicken right before their eyes.
The appealing illustrations make the beauty of life and the
magic of all living things touchable and real.

· The series covers 20 different creatures in 160 scenes to explain key concepts about life in a simple way.
· Vibrant illustrations bring it all to life on paper, showing the true beauty of nature.
· Ingenious three-dimensional mechanisms with easy-to-use sliders flex hands and mind.

EDUCATIONAL

KEY SELLING POINTS
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LITTLE BALLOONS

127

Texts: Cristina Petit (Italy)

Illustrations: Various Artists (Italy)
Format: 21 x 21 cm

Pages: 16 for board books/32 for paper books

Binding: Board books and hardcover paper books
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-5

Twelve titles available

· I Can Count to Three
· Do You Really Have to Throw Me Away?
· How Many Tears, Camilla!
· The King of Poo
· The Monster of Lies
· Lunch!
· Don't Cry Baby Zebra
· I Am Not Afraid of The Dark
· My Little Sister And I
· Super Simo, Tidy-Up Time!
· All In A Day
· The Thermometer of Anger

From birth to age 6, children go through many different
key stages in terms of emotional, social and cognitive
development. The stories are funny, as renowned Italian
children's author Cristina Petit, paired with the drawings
of famous Italian illustrators, plays with gently absurd
humour to make the learning experience enjoyable for
young readers. Four distinctive skill areas are identified:
relationships, independence, emotions, knowledge of the
world, which are key to positive cognitive, emotional and
social development.

KEY SELLING POINTS

· Four key skill areas identified by the colour of balloon on the cover.
· Texts by Cristina Petit, a renowned Italian children's author, drawings by famous illustrators.
· 21cmx21cm format board books for young children, paper books for older readers.
· Handy bookmarks in bright colours and full of useful tips for parents and educators.
EDUCATIONAL

Cristina Petit was born and raised in Bologna, where she obtained two higher
diplomas, a degree in Foreign Languages and Literature, and where she continues
to live. She has taught in schools from nursery age through to upper secondary
and is now mother to three children which given her insights and inspiration
she could never have imagined. She currently holds courses for teachers and
workshops for children, and has published picture books and fiction with leading
Italian publishers.
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SILHOUETTE STORIES

129

Author: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Yabeibei (China)
Format: 18 x 17.5 cm

Pages: 16 with 6 cut-out pages
Binding: Board books
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

Three titles available

· Presents from Santa
· Baby Bear hunts for his Mummy
· The Adventures of Little Mouse

This series makes a huge breakthrough in the traditional
way of storytelling and allows the readers to interact with
amazing shadows created by elements in the book. Cutout pages combined with colourful pages narrate different
stories with an unexpected ending. And if you put it
under the light, astonishingly you can witness the fantastic
shadows the cut-out pages cast on the wall. This series will
not only show our little readers various wonderful stories
but also bring them hours of fun and entertainment!

· Fine die-cut pages to stimulate the imagination.
· Engaging stories told through the die-cut pages gives children a glimpse into the power of light.
· An extra dimension to the bedtime story which will also help children to sleep.
· Using a flashlight, adults can turn the story into a shadow performance.

BEDTIME

KEY SELLING POINTS
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GLOWING-IN-THE-DARK BOOKS

131

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Iris Lei (China)
Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 10

Binding: Board books

Printing: 4/4 colour + fluorescent ink
Target Age: 0-3

Four titles available

· Zoo Dreams
· Day Dreams
· Fun Park Dreams
· Home Dreams

These magical books are designed and produced with
special glow-in-the-dark ink. The funny stories can be read
with the light on (just a few seconds' light is enough) then
the light turned off to see the magic happen! The dreams
of the people and animal characters in the story suddenly
appear on the page!
During the day, they are all busy working, going to school,
playing and even roaring, but what do they dream about
at night? In the zoo, at home, in everyday life or at the
fun park? These highly imaginative books will become a
firm bedtime favourite and children will love the special
glow-in-the-dark illustrations as they drift into dreamland
themselves!

BEDTIME

Iris Lei graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design Illustration and quickly
published works with the New York Times and other impor tant international
publishers. She won the Western Silver Award for illustration and was nominated
for the World Illustrators Award.
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Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Agnese Baruzzi (Italy)
Format: 22 x 22 cm

Binding: Puzzle sticks
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Two titles available

· A Happy Day
· Winter Fun

A brand new series of jigsaw puzzles, making a total
of 56 double-sided flat sticks across the 2 titles with 4
different funny die-cut shapes for each set of sticks. The
stick puzzles are an original idea and, combined with the
appealing fresh modern design by Italian ar tist Agnese
Baruzzi, will capture children’s interest as well as test their
sorting skills. Assembling the pictures will deepen their
understanding of the relationship between individual
parts and the whole and they can also use their colour
recognition skills to sort the sticks as each puzzle has a
different colour background. Great fun for the little ones
and for the whole family!

28 double-sided jigsaw puzzles per box
56 flat jigsaw sticks in total
BOARD GAMES

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design at ISIA in
Urbino. She has worked as an illustrator and author since 2001, writing more
than 40 children's books that have been published in Italy, United Kingdom, Japan,
United States, France, and China. She holds workshops for children and adults in
schools and libraries and provides illustrations for agencies, graphic art studios and
publishers.
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WHO IS WORKING HERE?

135

Texts: S&S Alliance

Illustrations: Svetlana Novikova (Belarus)
Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 12

Binding: Board books with six die-cut pages and
six jigsaw puzzles

Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 0-3

Titles Available

· Who Is Working Here?
Planned Title

· Who Is in the Eggshell?

This beautiful four-book series combines die-cut pages
and puzzles to create fun peek-a-boo guessing games to
improve eye-hand coordination, thinking skills and fine
motor development. The engaging pictures, fun animal
facts, and interactive Q&A also encourage young children’s
language skills and interest in reading.

BOARD
BEDTIMEGAMES

Belarussian illustrator Svetlana Novikova currently lives in Poland; over the past
18 months she has won 6 Art Marathons. In 2019 her illustrations were featured
in the exhibition, "I'm Mone, I'm Shishkin, I'm Malevich." Her colorful, muchloved children’s illustrations bring a writer’s text alive and she especially enjoys
developing characters for brands and series.
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Author: S&S Alliance

Mechanisms: Dario Cestaro (Italy)

Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri (Greece)
Format: 25 x 28 cm

Pages: 4 pop-up spreads; 4 pages with characters
Binding: Board books
Printing: 4/4 colour

Target Age: 3-5

Two titles available

· My Kindergarten
· My Playground

These cool 3D interactive play books rotate 360 degrees;
inside, extraordinarily rich, vivid scenes and 3D pop-ups
entice children to play. Each book contains four spreads.
In My Kindergarten, these are the classroom entrance;
study area with desks and a blackboard; reading and tactile
play area; and a music and dance corner. My Playground
has an entrance with swings; slides and an ice cream
truck; a pond with a little bridge; and a climbing castle.
Children can place the four removable characters in
the different scenes to create their own stories. Social
learning through play!

Born in 1980 in Thessaloniki, Greece, Anna Gkoutzouri writes and illustrates children’s books.
She is passionate about creating pop-up and activity books that encourage interaction and
loves using paper engineering to tell a story and raise complex issues for young readers in
engaging, ingeniously simple ways.

CAROUSEL
BEDTIME BOOKS

Born in Venice in 1971, Dario Cestaro attended art school (Liceo Artistico) and the
Academy of Fine Arts (Accademia delle Belle Arti di Venezia), where he has taught Paper
Technology since 2016. Since 2000, he has presented different projects at the Bologna
Children’s Book Fair; since creating his first 3D book in 2002, he has published roughly 70
pop-up books and toys.
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CAROUSEL LAMP
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Texts & Illustrations: Dario Cestaro (Italy)
Format: 11 x 15 cm
Pages: 24

Binding: Carousel books
Printing: 4/4 colour
Target Age: 3-5

A perfect
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This exquisitely laser-cut carousel book contains five
spreads, each covering a different tale from the Brothers
Grimm, including Little Red Riding Hood, Hansel and
Gretel, Snow White, or one single tale - as for the newlycreated Pinocchio, spanning classic fairy tales to read day
after day. The wow-factor comes in the surprise that the
book can be turned into a magical night lamp when a
white or coloured light is placed inside it. The soft glow
will comfor t children as they drift off to sleep and into
dreams of the many fantastic adventures they heard in
the stories.
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· Perfect bedtime story book.
· A visual delight, carousel lamp creating amazing light effects and multi-layer characters.
· Saddle-stitched booklet, glued at the back cover, with the texts of five illustrated fairy-tales.

CAROUSEL BOOKS
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MMS Export Sales Team

SALES AGENCY
MMS, London
Tel: +44 (0)20 8898 5211
info@mms-publishing.com
www.mms-publishing.com
Andrew Macmillan, International Sales Director
andrew@mms-publishing.com
Anuj Morjaria, Head of Digital Sales
anuj@mms-publishing.com
Anne Chatterton, Office Manager
anne@mms-publishing.com
MMS UK Sales Team
Solange Catterall, Sales Manager
solange@mms-publishing.com
Rupert Harbour, Special Sales Manager
harbourpubservices@gmail.com
Anna Murphy, Scotland and North of England
info@annamurphy.co.uk
Ian Tripp, Wales, South West, The Midlands
iantripp@ymail.com
John Talbot, London
johnmetalbot@virginmedia.com
DISTRIBUTION
BookSource
Email: orders@booksource.net
Tel: 0141 642 9192
Address: 50 Cambuslang Road, Cambuslang,
Glasgow G32 8NB

Australia – New South Books
andrew.easton@alpabooks.com.au
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan – BK Agency
Lillianh@bkagency.com.tw
Europe and Asia Minor – Durnell Marketing
orders@durnell.co.uk
India, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Nepal – Overleaf
contact@overleaf.co.in
Ireland – Hackett Flynn Associates
mail@hackettflynn.com
Japan, Korea (Bookshops) – Yasmy
yasy@yasmy.com
Latin America, Caribbean – JCC Enterprises
jerry@jc-carrillo.com
Middle East and Gulf States – IPR
info@ipr-pub.com
New Zealand – Nationwide
andrew@nationwidebooks.co.nz
North America – Trafalgar Square Publishing
orders@ipgbook.com
Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia,
Laos – Peter Couzens
Peter.couzens@gmail.com
Philippines (library sales) – Alkem
melvinchoo@alkem.com.sg
Singapore, Brunei, Malaysia – PMS
raymondlim@pms.com.sg
South Africa – Phambili
rosannak@phambili.com
Thailand, Myanmar – DK Today
tharesk@truemail.co.th
Thailand – Nibondh Books
info@nibondhbooks.com

